Thermal imaging is a robust sensing technique but its consumer applicability is limited by the high cost of thermal sensors. Nevertheless, low-resolution thermal cameras are relatively affordable and are also usually accompanied by a high-resolution visible-range camera. This visible-range image can be used as a guide to reconstruct a high-resolution thermal image using guided super-resolution(GSR) techniques. However, the difference in wavelength-range of the input images makes this task challenging. Improper processing can introduce artifacts such as blur and ghosting, mainly due to texture and content mismatch. To this end, we propose a novel algorithm for guided super-resolution that explicitly tackles the issue of texturemismatch caused due to multimodality. We propose a twostage network that combines information from a low-resolution thermal and a high-resolution visible image with the help of multi-level edge-extraction and integration. The first stage of our network extracts edge-maps from the visual image at different pyramidal levels and the second stage integrates these edge-maps into our proposed super-resolution network at appropriate layers. Extraction and integration of edges belonging to different scales simplifies the task of GSR as it provides texture to object-level information in a progressive manner. Using multi-level edges also allows us to adjust the contribution of the visual image directly at the time of testing and thus provides controllability at test-time. We perform multiple experiments and show that our method performs better than existing state-of-the-art guided super-resolution methods both quantitatively and qualitatively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Far-infrared or thermographic imaging has many advantages over traditional visual-range imaging as it is less affected by illumination changes. It works well in extreme imaging conditions and has found applications in varied fields such as firefighting [1] , gas leakage detection [2] , automation [3] - [5] and many more but the high cost of thermal sensors restricts the extensive use of these cameras. Super-resolution(SR) techniques can further increase their applicability by simulating accurate high-resolution thermal images from low-resolution images captured from inexpensive thermal cameras. Most of the lower-end thermal cameras are accompanied by highresolution visual-range cameras, and consequently, guided super-resolution seems to be the optimal solution to superresolve the thermal images. However, due to the difference in the wavelength ranges of these sensors, the images can have different contents and texture, which can result in erroneous reconstructions. Submitted Finer high-frequency(HF) details are present in Level-1 e.g. car details, but this level also contains the unwanted edges such as texts, which are absent in Level-5. This variation in HF details motivates us to use multilevel edge-maps.
The existing thermal super-resolution methods either perform single image SR [6]- [10] or visual-guided SR [11] - [17] . Among single thermal image SR, Choi et al. [9] suggested a shallow three-layer convolutional neural network(CNN). Zhang et al. [10] thereafter combined compressive sensing and deep learning techniques to perform infrared super-resolution. Among the guided thermal SR methods, Lee et al. [11] used brightness information for the visible-range images. Han et al. [12] proposed a guided SR method using CNN that extracts features from infrared and visible images and combines them using convolutional layers. Interestingly, most of the existing methods for depth [18] - [28] or hyperspectral [29] - [32] guided super-resolution have a similar backbone as the thermal guided-SR methods. They both use some variation of the Siamese network [33] to simultaneously extract information from both the low-resolution and guide images and merge them to get the super-resolved image.
A crucial part of super-resolution is to predict the highfrequency details correctly and the Siamese architecture alongwith end-to-end training can help extract optimal highfrequency information. However, extracting optimal edges from the visual image belonging to the dissimilar domain is challenging, especially when the input image is of a very low-resolution, like the image captured from an inexpensive thermal cameras. The existing guided SR methods rely on the network to extract optimal information from the visual image and this can be difficult as it is scene dependent. Fig.1 shows one such case where optimal overlapping edges involve keeping some texture information, like the structure of the car, and simultaneously discarding some, like the texts on the truck. Moreover, texture or content mismatch can introduce artifacts arXiv:2003.06216v1 [cs.CV] 13 Mar 2020 Fig. 2 . Architecture of our proposed method: Pyramidal Edge-maps based Guided Thermal Super-resolution(PEG-SR) that utilises hierarchical edge information extracted from the guide visual image and merges this information into our thermal super-resolution network at different depths of the network. Our method progressively merges the texture to object-level information obtained from the visual-range image and provides a better way to perform guided super-resolution.
or blurred-edges in the super-resolved images. Ni et al. [34] proposed a method to utilise the edge-map and perform GSR but they have a similar vulnerability as their network estimates the optimized edges, which could be a source for the artifacts.
In this paper, we provide a systematic and holistic solution to deal with possible edge-mismatch caused due to multimodality among the input images. Our method is motivated from the fact that layers at different depths of the network have different levels of features: going from fine texture information to object level information. Exacting edges at hierarchical perceptual scales or levels and integrating them in our tailored thermal super-resolution network can allow easier removal of the mismatched edges by the network and help reconstruct better high-frequency details. It also provides a way to adjust the guidance information provided to the network by choosing the levels of edges that are to feed to the SR network. In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
• We propose a novel method for performing guided superresolution by extracting pyramidal edge-maps from the visible image and integrating them into our thermal SR network in a hierarchical manner. • We propose a way to adjust the contribution of the visual image according to factors like guide-noise, by adjusting the levels of edge-maps that are fed to the GSR network. • We compare our model with existing state-of-the-art GSR methods and show that our method reconstructs the highfrequency details well and hence produces better result, both quantitatively and perceptually.
II. PYRAMIDAL EDGE-MAPS BASED GUIDED SUPER-RESOLUTION(PEG-SR)
The visible-range and thermal images have different contents due to differences in their wavelength ranges, as shown in Fig.1 . Instead of following the conventional approach of using a Siamese network [12] , [35] , we design a new network which is better suited for the task of guided super-resolution(GSR). We know that the guide image has useful high-frequency details but these have to extracted adaptively according to the input low-resolution thermal image. Non-optimality of the extracted high-frequency details from the visual image can lead to texture mismatch, which can further cause artifacts.
At the first glance, it seems that extracting the object-edges could be an ideal solution, but as one can observe from Fig.1 , there are additional high-frequency details present in edgemaps at lower levels, i.e. levels 1 and 3 that are equally useful. To resolve this conundrum, we propose a systematic approach of using edge-maps extracted at pyramidal levels from the visual image and integrating them at appropriate layers of our SR network. In this way, the network can leverage highfrequency information in a hierarchical fashion and propagate the features as per the input low-resolution thermal image. Figure 2 shows the architecture of our proposed method. We denote the low-resolution thermal, the high-resolution visible and ground-truth thermal images as x l , g h and x h , respectively. Our network consists of two stages: one for thermal image super-resolution, denoted as Ψ x and one for multi-level edge extraction from the visual image, denoted as Ψ g .
Many existing edge-detection methods for a single image [36] , [37] extract multi-level edges and merge them to obtain the desired object-edges. These methods inspired us to utilise the progressive nature of features in a convolutional neural network i.e. the relation that shallow layers have texturelike features and deeper layers have object-level features. They extract edges at different perceptual scales by taking output at different layers of the VGG [38] network, as also shown in Fig.2 . Consequently, to obtain edges having visible-range information at different scales, we used the existing edge-extraction method [37] as Ψ g . Ψ g provides edgemaps at n pyramidal levels. We denote these edge-maps as [∇ 1 g , ∇ 2 g , . . . , ∇ n g ], where n = 5 in case of [37] . Our super-resolution stage, Ψ x , consists of two subnetworks: Ψ up and Ψ f usion . The first part of the network, denoted as Ψ up , contains convolutional and upsampling layers. For a 2 k super-resolution, Ψ up contains k depth-to-space layers. The output X 1 = Ψ up (x l ), is feed to the fusion subnetwork Ψ f usion . For n visual edge-maps, Ψ f usion contains n + 1 dense-blocks [39] , denoted as [D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D n+1 ]. The pyramidal edges are added one-at-a-time after each denseblock in the increasing order of the receptive-field, e.g., edgemap with fine-textures is added after the first dense-block and similarly for the rest of edge-maps: Fig. 3 . Visual comparison on a sample image from FLIR-ADAS dataset. Our method reconstructs the high frequency details more accurately and thus produces better results as compared to existing GSR methods. This is also reflected by the high SSIM and low perceptual distance(LPIPS) values.
The final dense-block is followed by a convolutional layer and a skip-connection from the input for residual learning. We kept Ψ x simple and avoided spatial attention or recurrent blocks to show that our proposed pyramidal edge-maps based GSR method works well even with a simple yet well-tailored convolutional neural network. The final output isx h = Ψ x (x l ).
Loss functions. To learn the parameters of Ψ x , our optimisation function contains three loss terms. The first is the reconstruction loss L 1 = ||x h − x h || 1 for supervised training. Secondly, we use the difference between VGG [38] features as a perceptual loss between the output and the ground-truth image. We denote this loss as L perc and VGG as Φ. Hence,
We use the features from the convolutional layer 3 2 of Φ to compute L perc . Additionally, we also have a gradient loss L ∇ = ||∇(x h ) − ∇(x h )|| 1 to explicitly penalize loss of high frequency details. Hence, our overall loss function is:
After multiple experiments, we found the optimal values for γ 1 , γ perc and γ ∇ to be 10, 1 × 10 −4 and 1, respectively.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To compare our method with the existing GSR methods, we performed qualitative and quantitative comparisons on two datasets: FLIR-ADAS [45] and CATS [46] . FLIR-ADAS contains unrectified thermal and visible image pairs having a resolution of 512×640 and 1600×1800, respectively. Since the dataset does not contain any calibration images, we rectified one image pair manually and used the estimated relative transformation to rectify the rest of the images in the dataset. The CATS dataset, on the other hand, contains rectified thermal and visible images, both of dimensions 480 × 640.
We used the blur-downscale degradation model [47] to create the low-resolution images. For the training-set, we down-sampled images with blur kernels ∈ [0, 4] at a step of 0.5. For the FLIR-ADAS dataset, our training set contains 43830 downsampled image pairs and the test-set contains 1257 pairs. Whereas, in the CATS dataset, our training set contains 944 image-pairs and the test-set contains 50 pairs. Since CATS training-set is quite small, we used to it fine-tune the models pre-trained on FLIR-ADAS training-set and then tested them on CATS test-set. We perform experiments for ×4 and ×8 upsampling scales. For both cases, the input thermal-resolution is close to the resolution of many low-cost thermal cameras, like FLIR AX8 and FLIR One. For FLIR-ADAS, the lowresolution dimensions are 64 × 80 and for CATS, it is 60 × 80.
A. Quantitative comparison.
We compare our method with 9 existing guided superresolution methods: TGV2-L2 [23] , FBS [40] , Joint-BU [22] , Infrared SR [12] , SDF [41] , MSF-SR [35] , MSG-Net [42] , Pix-Transform [43] and Deep-ISTA [44] . We use three metrics to quantitatively assess the methods' outputs: PSNR, SSIM and Perceptual distance(LPIPS) [48] . Among these, PSNR and SSIM are distortion-based metrics and can be biased towards blurred images. Hence, we also used LPIPS that computes the perceptual distance between the reconstructed and the groundtruth images. Higher PSNR, SSIM and lower LPIPS are better. Table I shows the results for ×4 and ×8 upsampling scales. Most of the existing methods perform quite well in terms of distortion metrics but poorly in terms of the perceptual metric. However, our method outperforms the existing methods in terms of both metrics. Among the existing methods, MSG-Net [42] and MSF-SR [35] results are the closest to our method. PixTransform [43] and Deep-ISTA [44] are the most recent methods, yet they perform poorly as compared to the others, mostly due to edge-mismatch caused by multimodality.
B. Qualitative comparison.
We show the qualitative comparison of our method for ×4 and ×8 SR on FLIR-ADAS dataset in Fig.3 . Most of the existing methods have blurred edges, especially in the case of ×8 SR, which could be caused either due to very low-resolution of the input thermal images(60 × 80) or due to multimodality. Among the existing methods. MSF-STI, MSG-Net and Joint-BU results are considerably good, yet our method reconstructs high-frequency details more faithfully and has much sharper edges. It is evident perceptually as well as from the metrics that our results are closest to the ground-truth.
C. Variation with respect to noise and hierarchy of edge-maps
We performed experiments to analyze the contribution of different levels of edge-maps. Moreover, we also analyze the variation in performance with respect to the hierarchy of edge-maps when the input is a noisy visible image. To do this, we considered 3 variations of PEG-SR that contain the same backbone SR network but separate sets of edgemaps as input. These models were trained on clean visual images but we tested them on edges extracted from noisy visual images containing added Gaussian noise with mean 0 and variance σ = 0.01, 0.03. Table II summarises the results from the performed study. PEGSR (0) is our model Ψ x without any edge supervision; PEGSR (5) is Ψ x network having only Level-5 edge-maps. Similarly, PEGSR (3−5) contains edges from Levels 3, 4 and 5; and PEGSR (1−5) is our proposed PEGSR network containing edges from Levels 1 to 5.
We observe that when the visual image contains no noise, the performance follows the order PEGSR (1−5) > PEGSR (3−5) > PEGSR (5) > PEGSR (0) , which shows the effectiveness of using edge-maps at different levels. In case of noisy visual images, we observe that PEGSR (1−5) performs lower, mostly because the noise majorly affects lower level edge-maps i.e. 1 and 2. PEGSR (3−5) performs the best, followed by PEGSR (5) and PEGSR (0) , which is consistent with the amount of guide information provided to the models. This shows that our model can be used to adjust the contribution of guide image and tune the network according to factors like noise. However, training with noisy visual images makes our proposed PEGSR network learn to adapt to the noise and hence, it performs much better, as shown in Table II (e).
IV. CONCLUSION
We proposed a hierarchical edge-based guided superresolution algorithm (PEG-SR) that tackles multimodality and edge-mismatch between the input low-resolution thermal and high-resolution visible-range image in a systematic and holistic manner. Our method robustly combines multi-level edge information extracted from the visual image into our tailored thermal super-resolution network and consequently produces better high-frequency details. We showed that our results are better both perceptually and quantitatively than the existing state-of-the-art guided super-resolution methods.
